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FINISH BIG
Wireless Lighting Control

“From small beginnings
come great things.”
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Programmed via Design
Center Software the
InFusion controller is
the gatekeeper for system
communication and control.

Start with a single room, then expand and elevate
your home or luxury space. Whether wired or
wireless, the Vantage system is designed for
convenience, comfort, and security.

{ get started }
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Cooking in the kitchen is more enjoyable when
lighting is tuned to match the task. Once
you have experienced how wireless dimming
enriches your life, you will never go back.

- John Elway -

Unwind with peace of mind.
Exterior lighting provides
security with timed outdoor
scenes. Sensors detect when
no one is present and turn
lights off. Shading adjusts
based on time of day or
privacy needs all intelligently
managed by the controller.
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The dimmer is key to room
ambiance, energy efficiency, and
sustainable living.

“The Vantage System has
simplified our house.”
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{ flexible and convenient }
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{ limitless opportunities }
Single button presses set proper lighting
scene levels effortlessly.
With programmable scene
control multiple lighting loads
in the same space can be finetuned for relaxing and enjoying
an intimate evening at home.
At the end of the day, relax
knowing that a single button
press can appropriately set
lighting, shading, and climate
for the night.

Use your own smartphones or tablets
for mobile access and control.
Expand and modify your system
at any time with wireless
communications, local, and mobile
control. With Vantage’s proprietary
software platform, a personalized
InFusion system by Vantage is the
most scalable system available today.

Visit www.vantagecontrols.com for more information
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{ intelligent }
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Equinox Mobile Phone App

